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• Abstract
This material will help you to identify and express “rules”. We use “Have to” to follow rules in specific places or situations such as museums, schools, entertainment places, etc.
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• Do you like going to the cinema?
• Do you know some Cinema Rules?
• You **have to**...
• You **don’t have to**...

Ann and Tom **have to** *buy* a ticket to enter to the cinema.
They **don’t have to** *buy* the ticket a day before.
You **have to** *talk* quietly.
You **don’t have to** *talk* loudly.

Rule
Albert **has to** turn off his mobile phone. He **doesn’t have to** send messages.
Susan **has to** turn off her mobile phone. She **does not have to** make calls during the movie.
We **don’t have** **to** *put* our feet up on the seat.
1. Relate the questions to the correct answer.

- Do you have to sleep at the cinema?
  - No, I don’t have to.

- Does a baby have to cry at the cinema?
  - No, I don’t have to sleep.

- Do we have to enjoy the film?
  - Yes, we have to.

- Does a child have to run in the movie theatre?
  - No, you do not have to.

- Do you have to introduce food into your bags?
  - No, a baby does not have to cry.
2. Write 10 cinema rules. Check the examples.

Examples:

I must turn off my mobile phone.
You must arrive early.
He does not have to sleep at the cinema.
She has to buy food in the candy shop.
It has to be a great option for you.
We do not have to introduce food in our bags.
You must pay your tickets.
They do not have to talk loudly.